Alphabetical Order

Read the words in each row. Write the number 1 by the word that is first in alphabetical order. Write the number 2 by the word that is second in alphabetical order. Write the number 3 by the word that is last in alphabetical order. The first one is done for you.

1 cute 3 turtle 2 little
___ snake ___ gopher ___ cobra
___ cactus ___ plant ___ grow
___ rabbits ___ fast ___ hop
___ cookies ___ milk ___ full
___ camping ___ flashlight ___ tent
___ truck ___ jeep ___ car
___ quickly ___ gerbils ___ run
___ l ___ support ___ zoos
___ needs ___ earth ___ respect
___ sting ___ scorpions ___ sometimes
___ useful ___ are ___ almanacs
___ chase ___ cats ___ mice
___ Asia ___ Europe ___ Australia
___ develop ___ grow ___ learn
___ math ___ numbers ___ googol
___ drum ___ flute ___ cello
___ plane ___ ship ___ train
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